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1 Introduction

This paper is devoted to the new version of the INMCM 
climate model that is being developed at the Institute of 
Numerical Mathematics of the Russian Academy of Sci-
ences. This version (INMCM5) is an evolutionary upgrade 
of the previous version INMCM4, which was part of the 
CMIP5 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5, 
Taylor et al. 2012). With the new version we are trying to 
reduce systematic model biases indicated in several papers 
devoted to the analysis of CMIP5 data and improve repro-
duction of some key processes responsible for the seasonal 
and interannual predictability.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we briefly 
describe the main features of the INMCM4’s atmospheric 
and oceanic components as well as correspondent changes 
made in the INMCM5 [a detailed description of INMCM4 
can be found in Volodin et al. (2010)]. Key improvements 
include the increase of the vertical resolution in the atmos-
pheric module, revision of the large-scale condensation and 
cloud formation parameterizations, and the newly devel-
oped aerosol block. In the block of the ocean dynamics, the 
integration scheme for advection was changed (from coor-
dinates splitting to an explicit one) and an iterative method 
for solving linear shallow water equation systems replaced 
the direct method used in INMCM4 (these changes were 
necessary to improve model scalability on parallel com-
puters). In addition, the horizontal resolution of the oce-
anic model was doubled. The INMCM5 program code was 
reworked for better performance on parallel computers with 
distributed memory.

The second half of the paper describes the INMCM5 
biases in the reproduction of the present-day climate with 
respect to the INMCM4 climate characteristics [Volodin 
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et  al. (2010, 2013), Volodin (2013)] and that of the other 
CMIP5 models.

2  Model description

The family of INMCM climate models, as most climate 
system models, consists of two main blocks: the atmos-
phere general circulation model, and the ocean general 
circulation model. The atmospheric part is based on the 
standard set of hydrothermodynamic equations with hydro-
static approximation written in advective form. The model 
prognostic variables are wind horizontal components, tem-
perature, specific humidity and surface pressure. The sec-
ond order finite difference approximation uses the Arakawa 
C-grid (the spatial coordinates are geographical latitude, 
longitude and vertical sigma-coordinate). The leapfrog 
scheme with Asselin (1972) filtering is used for time step-
ping. The gravity waves are treated by implicit time scheme 
to improve numerical stability. Near the poles, the Fou-
rier filter is applied along longitudinal direction to avoid 
numerical instability. Detailed description of the model’s 
finite difference schemes as well as the set of the equations 
could be found in Alekseev et  al. (1998) and Galin et  al. 
(2003). The model version INMCM5 has a spatial resolu-
tion of 2× 1.5° in longitude and latitude, and 73 levels in 
vertical. Lowermost and uppermost levels are placed at 
σ = 0.993 and σ = 0.0002, respectively. In the stratosphere, 
the model’s vertical resolution is about 500  m [this reso-
lution is important for correct description of interactions 
between the gravity wave drag parameterization and large 
scale flow to reproduce the Equatorial quasi-biannual oscil-
lation (QBO)]. The time step in the dynamical block is 
5 min for this particular spatial resolution. Previous model 
version (INMCM4) had similar atmospheric dynamical 
core, but with the uppermost level located at σ = 0.01 and 
with 21 vertical levels.

The INMCM5 borrows most of the atmospheric parame-
terizations from its previous version. One of the few notable 
changes is the new parameterization of clouds and large-
scale condensation. In the INMCM5 cloud area and cloud 
water are computed prognostically according to Tiedtke 
(1993). That includes the formation of large-scale cloudi-
ness as well as the formation of clouds in the atmospheric 
boundary layer and clouds of deep convection. Decrease of 
cloudiness due to mixing with unsaturated environment and 
precipitation formation are also taken into account. Evapo-
ration of precipitation is implemented according to Kessler 
(1969). The INMCM4 in turn, determined cloud amount 
diagnostically. Similarly, cloud water is a diagnostically 
calculated function of temperature and pressure. Large 
scale condensation is obtained assuming that all specific 

humidity exceeding the saturation threshold value instantly 
falls as precipitation [see Alekseev et al. (1998) for details].

Other atmospheric parameterizations in the INMCM5 
are identical to the ones in the INMCM4 (some coefficients 
were re-adjusted to account for the changes in the vertical 
resolution). Deep and shallow convection parameteriza-
tions are analogous to Betts (1986), but with an additional 
mixing of momentum and with the penetration of deep 
convection a little higher than the level of zero buoyancy. 
Orographical and nonorographical gravity wave drags are 
implemented according to Palmer et  al. (1986) and Hines 
(1997). In addition, nonorographical wave drag parameteri-
zation include vertical diffusion induced by the breaking of 
gravity waves.

The land surface and soil are represented according to 
Volodin and Lykossov (1998). Prognostic equations for 
soil temperature and soil specific humidity are solved at 23 
levels from the surface to 10 m of depth, including freez-
ing/melting of soil water. Spatial distribution of potential 
vegetation is prescribed, and actual vegetation is calcu-
lated using soil moisture in root zone. Maximum leaf area 
index for each vegetation type is prescribed, and actual 
leaf area index is determined using soil moisture and soil 
temperature.

Atmospheric radiation is calculated the same way as in 
Galin (1998). Solar spectrum is divided by four intervals 
and we use ten intervals to approximate the longwave part 
of the spectrum.

In the atmospheric boundary layer, vertical diffusion is 
applied to the prognostic variables (Alekseev et al. 1998). 
Entrainment of potential temperature, specific humidity, 
cloud area and cloud water at the top of the boundary layer 
are considered as in Tiedtke (1993). Calculation of cloud 
formation and condensation occurs at each time step of 
atmospheric dynamics. Atmospheric radiation is calculated 
once per 3  h, while the other atmospheric parameteriza-
tions are called every hour.

In the INMCM5 the atmospheric model is comple-
mented by the interactive aerosol block, which is absent in 
the INMCM4. Concentrations of coarse and fine sea salt, 
coarse and fine mineral dust,  SO2, sulfate aerosol, hydro-
philic and hydrophobic black and organic carbon are all 
calculated prognostically. Dynamic processes described by 
the aerosol model include prescribed and simulated aerosol 
sources, advection, gravitational falling, wet and dry depo-
sition and removal by precipitation. The model also takes 
into account the direct and indirect aerosol radiation effect 
that is connected with cloud drop radius and cloud water 
life time. The detailed description of the aerosol block used 
in the INMCM5 can be found in Volodin and Kostrykin 
(2016).

The oceanic module of the INMCM5 uses generalized 
spherical coordinates. The model “South Pole” coincides 
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with the geographical one, while the model “North Pole” is 
located in Siberia beyond the ocean area to avoid numeri-
cal problems near the pole. Vertical sigma-coordinate is 
used. The finite-difference equations are written using the 
Arakawa C-grid. The differential and finite-difference equa-
tions, as well as methods of solving them can be found in 
Zalesny et al. (2010). The INMCM5 uses explicit schemes 
for advection, while the INMCM4 used schemes based on 
splitting upon coordinates. Also, the iterative method for 
solving linear shallow water equation systems is used in the 
INMCM5 rather than direct method used in the INMCM4. 
The two previous changes were made to improve model 
parallel scalability. The horizontal resolution of the ocean 

part of the INMCM5 is 0.5 × 0.25° in longitude and latitude 
(compared to the INMCM4’s 1 × 0.5°). Both the INMCM4 
and the INMCM5 have 40 levels in vertical. The parallel 
implementation of the ocean model can be found in (Terek-
hov et al. 2011). The oceanic block includes vertical mix-
ing and isopycnal diffusion parameterizations (Zalesny 
et  al. 2010). Sea ice dynamics and thermodynamics are 
parameterized according to Iakovlev (2009). Assumptions 
of elastic-viscous-plastic rheology and single ice thickness 
gradation are used. The time step in the oceanic block of 
the INMCM5 is 15 min.

The climate model INMCM5 has а carbon cycle mod-
ule (Volodin 2007), where atmospheric  CO2 concentration, 

Fig. 1  Near-surface air 
temperature for annual (top), 
December-February (middle) 
and June–August (bottom) 
means. Shading (C) represents 
model bias with respect to 
ERA-Interim reanalysis data 
while isolines (at −50, −30, 
−10, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 C) 
show model climatology. The 
1979–2005 data interval was 
used to calculate averages
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carbon in vegetation, soil and ocean are calculated. In soil, 
а single carbon pool is considered. In the ocean, the only 
prognostic variable in the carbon cycle is total inorganic 
carbon. Biological pump is prescribed. The model calcu-
lates methane emission from wetlands and has a simplified 
methane cycle (Volodin 2008). Parameterizations of some 
electrical phenomena, including calculation of ionospheric 
potential and flash intensity (Mareev and Volodin 2014), 
are also included in the model.

The codes of the atmospheric block, aerosol block and 
oceanic block are adopted for parallel computers by two-
dimensional decomposition. The program’s realization of 
the climate model allows for distributing calculations of 

atmospheric dynamics, atmospheric aerosol and oceanic 
dynamics on different groups of processors using the MPI 
(Message Passing Interface) library. This possibility is also 
provided for the advection of oceanic tracers. The sea ice 
module is included in the oceanic block. The soil, surface 
and vegetation modules are included in the atmospheric 
block. The atmospheric and oceanic blocks exchange data 
once per 2  h. The atmospheric dynamics data are sent to 
the aerosol block at each dynamical time step. The aerosol 
concentration data are sent to the atmospheric block once 
per 3 h.

To reduce the number of synchronization points, the 
exchanges between the atmosphere and aerosol blocks 

Fig. 2  Precipitation (mm 
 day−1) for annual (top), Decem-
ber-February (middle) and 
June–August (bottom) means. 
Shading represents model bias 
with respect to GPCP 2.2 data, 
while isolines (at 1, 2, 3, 6, 10 
and 14 mm  day−1) show model 
climatology. The 1979–2005 
data interval was used to calcu-
late averages
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are carried out asynchronously with additional buffer-
ing of messages. Numerical tests show that for the cur-
rent model version, which has 10 prognostic variables 
in the aerosol block, an equal number of processors for 
atmospheric dynamics and aerosol block is optimal (giv-
ing acceleration by the factor of 2). For the INMCM5 the 
optimum number of cores at the supercomputer Lomon-
osov located in the Moscow State University is 96 for 
the atmospheric block, 96 for the aerosol block and 192 
for the oceanic block (384 cores in total). Model perfor-
mance in this case is about 6 model years per day.

Several INMCM5 model versions exist and share simi-
lar dynamical cores, parameterizations and parallel archi-
tecture, but have different spatial resolutions. The aim is to 
simulate the climate and climate changes at different time 
scales: from seasons to millennia. In addition to the basic 
model INMCM5 we have a model version for paleoclimate 
modeling (with a resolution of 5 × 4° and 21 levels in the 
atmosphere, and 2.5 × 2° and 40 levels in the ocean). The 
model INMCM5H with finer resolution (0.67 × 0.5° and 73 
levels in the atmosphere and 0.167 × 0.125° and 40 levels in 
the ocean) is capable of running for several decades and is 
aimed at HighResMIP experiments.

Fig. 3  Sea level pressure (hPa) 
for annual (top), December-
February (middle) and 
June–August (bottom) means. 
Shading represents model bias 
with respect to the ERA-Interim 
reanalysis, while isolines (at 
990, 1000, 1010 and 1020 hPa) 
show model climatology
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3  Simulation of the present day climate

To estimate the quality of the new climate system and com-
pare it with the previous one we performed a historical run 
for 1850–2005, where all forcings were specified according 
to the CMIP6 historical run protocol (https://www.wcrp-
climate.org/wgcm-cmip/wgcm-cmip6). The initial condi-
tions were taken from the model preindustrial run (where 
all the forcings were prescribed at the year 1850 conditions) 
after 300 years of integration. We mostly analyzed averages 
(seasonal or annual) over years 1979–2005 and restricted 
our attention to consideration of some basic features of 
atmospheric and oceanic dynamics and thermodynamics.

3.1  Atmosphere

Figure  1 presents the INMCM5 model bias in the near 
surface temperature with respect to the ERA-Interim 
(Dee et  al. 2011) for annual, December-February and 
June–August means for 1979–2005. For the annual mean 
conditions, one can see cold bias over Arctic with the 
maximum in Greenland Sea and cold bias over Antarctica. 
Possible source of these errors is, probably, an insufficient 
amount of cloud ice in upper polar cloudiness. Positive 
temperature bias over the Southern ocean near Antarc-
tica (mostly evident in the summer) can be attributed to 
underestimation of cloud radiation forcing (CRF) and 

Fig. 4  Shortwave (top), long-
wave (middle) and net (bottom) 
annual mean cloud radiative 
forcing  (Wm−2). Shading repre-
sents model bias with respect to 
the CERES v2.8 for 2000–2005, 
while isolines (from −60 to 40 
 Wm−2) show model climatology

https://www.wcrp-climate.org/wgcm-cmip/wgcm-cmip6
https://www.wcrp-climate.org/wgcm-cmip/wgcm-cmip6
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underestimation of sea ice compactness in the regions cov-
ered by ice.

When compared to the INMCM4 surface temperature 
climatology, the INMCM5 shows several improvements. 
Negative bias over continents is reduced mainly because 
of the increase in daily minimum temperature over land, 
which is achieved by tuning the surface flux parameteriza-
tion. In addition, positive bias over southern Europe and 
eastern USA in summer typical for many climate models 
(Mueller and Seneviratne 2014) is almost absent in the 
INMCM5. A possible reason for this bias in many models 
is the shortage of soil water and suppressed evaporation 
leading to overestimation of the surface temperature. In 

the INMCM5 this problem was addressed by the increase 
of the minimum leaf resistance for some vegetation types. 
Nevertheless, some problems migrate from one model ver-
sion to the other: negative bias over most of the subtropical 
and tropical oceans, and positive bias over the Atlantic to 
the east of the USA and Canada. Root mean square (RMS) 
error of annual mean near surface temperature was reduced 
from 2.48 K in the INMCM4 to 1.85 K in the INMCM5.

Model bias in precipitation with respect to GPCP v.2.2 
(Adler et al. 2003) can be seen in Fig. 2. Over the tropics, 
one can see the typical precipitation error for contempo-
rary climate models: overestimation of precipitation in the 
western Indian Ocean, Indonesia, Atlantic Ocean south of 

Fig. 5  Annual mean zonal 
mean air temperature (K, 
top) and zonal mean zonal 
wind  (ms−1, bottom). Shad-
ing represents model bias with 
respect to the ERA-Interim data 
for 1979–2005, isolines show 
model climatology
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the Equator, and in the tropical Pacific outside of Equa-
tor. Model precipitation is underestimated over the equa-
torial Pacific, Central America and Brazil. All the listed 
shortcomings are seen in the figure representing model 
bias averaged over all the CMIP5 models (Flato et  al. 
2013, Fig.  9.4). In midlatitudes, the positive precipitation 
bias over the ocean prevails in winter while negative bias 
occurs in summer. Compared to the INMCM4, the biases 
over the western Indian Ocean, Indonesia, the eastern tropi-
cal Pacific and the tropical Atlantic are reduced. A possi-
ble reason for this is the better reproduction of the tropi-
cal sea surface temperature (SST) in the INMCM5 due to 
the increase of the spatial resolution in the oceanic block, 
as well as the new condensation scheme. RMS annual 

mean model bias for precipitation is 1.35 mm  day−1 for the 
INMCM5 compared to 1.60 mm  day−1 for the INMCM4.

Figure 3 presents model bias in sea level pressure (SLP) 
with respect to the 1979–2005 ERA-Interim data. The 
model underestimates annual mean SLP over most parts 
of Africa and southern Eurasia, and overestimates it in the 
North Pacific and Atlantic sector of the Arctic. These short-
comings do not change significantly from season to season. 
In the southern midlatitudes, positive bias in summer tends 
to compensate for negative bias in winter. Large SLP bias 
in the Antarctic in Austral winter could be attributed to the 
discrepancy between model and ERA-Interim reanalysis 
methods for calculation of SLP in regions with high eleva-
tion. Large bias in the Tibet has probably the same origin. 

Fig. 6  Annual cycle of zonal 
mean zonal wind (m  s−1) at 
10 hPa, 60N (top) and 60S (bot-
tom). Red line model data, black 
line ERA Interim data. The 
1979–2005 period was used for 
calculation of averages
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The RMS bias of annual mean SLP is equal to 1.86 hPa for 
the INMCM5, while it is 2.15 hPa for INMCM4.

Cloud radiation forcing (CRF) at the top of the atmos-
phere is one of the most important climate model character-
istics, as errors in CRF frequently lead to an incorrect sur-
face temperature. Annual mean shortwave, longwave and 
net CRF for the model and CERES v.2.8 (Loeb et al. 2009) 
are shown in Fig. 4 (time mean over 2000–2005 is used for 
model and CERES data). The model underestimates the 
absolute value of shortwave forcing in the subtropics and 
midlatitudes by approximately 10–20  W  m−2. In the sub-
tropical regions of marine stratocumulus model error is 
even higher. Total shortwave forcing in the tropics is not far 
from the observed one, but one can see regional errors due 

to the model shift of the intertropical convergence zone. 
In the high latitudes model errors in shortwave CRF are 
small. The model underestimates longwave CRF in the sub-
tropics but overestimates it in the high latitudes. Errors in 
longwave CRF in the tropics tend to partially compensate 
errors in shortwave CRF. Both errors have positive sign 
near 60S leading to warm bias in the surface temperature 
here. As a result, we have some underestimation of the net 
CRF absolute value at almost all latitudes except the trop-
ics. Additional experiments with tuned conversion of cloud 
water (ice) to precipitation (for upper cloudiness) showed 
that model bias in the net CRF could be reduced, but that 
the RMS bias for the surface temperature will increase in 
this case.

Fig. 7  RMS of monthly mean 
zonal mean zonal wind,  ms−1, 
in December–February in the 
model (top) and ERA-Interim 
(bottom)
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The model zonal and annual mean temperature (Fig. 5) 
exhibits 4–6  K negative bias near the polar tropopause, 
which is usual for many climate models. Positive bias 
near the tropical tropopause is about 1–2 K. It is smaller 
than the one in the INMCM4, where the positive bias was 
equal to 4–5  K. The reason for this improvement is the 
adjustment of the deep convection parameterization. In 
the troposphere, the magnitude of the temperature bias 
is about or below 2°, except mountain areas where tem-
perature extrapolation at low pressure levels is required. 
The model bias for zonal and annual mean zonal wind is 
about or less than 4  m  s−1 in the troposphere and never 
exceeds 8 m  s−1 in the stratosphere, which seems satisfac-
tory. Analysis of the annual cycle of zonal wind at 10 hPa 
and 60N (Fig. 6) shows that model tends to overestimate 
zonal wind by 5–10 m/s in February–August and underes-
timate it in October-December, that leads to small annual 
mean error. In the Southern stratosphere at 60S positive 
model bias in zonal wind is mostly pronounced in Octo-
ber–December, when model wind is 10–15  m/s higher 
than in the reanalysis. The reason for this error is underes-
timated meridional heat flux induced by planetary waves 
propagating upward.

Several important features of the stratosphere dynamics 
could be described in terms of monthly mean zonal wind 
RMS (see Fig. 7). In the Northern Hemisphere the strong-
est variability of the wind takes place in December–Febru-
ary so the RMS for the winter season is shown. The RMS 
maximum near the Equator is about 18 m  s−1 in the ERA-
Interim, and about 18 m  s−1 in the model. This maximum is 

a manifestation of the equatorial QBO. To consider model 
QBO in details, on Fig. 8 we represent time series of zonal 
equatorial wind in the stratosphere for years 1979–1988. 
The QBO amplitude in the model is not far from the obser-
vations. One can see downward propagation of the QBO 
signal from level of 5–100 hPa both in the model and ERA 
data. At levels of 1–5  hPa semiannual oscillation can be 
seen, some of them initiate phase change of the QBO. The 
QBO period is about 28 months in the observational data, 
and about 29–30 months in the model. The procedure for 
the adjustment of QBO amplitude and period by tuning 
parameters for nonorographic gravity wave drag, vertical 
and horizontal diffusion can be found in Kulyamin et  al. 
(2009).

Interaction of zonal mean flow and long planetary waves 
induce high variance of zonal wind in winter in the strato-
sphere mid- and highlatitudes. Maximum RMS in the mid-
latidudes is about 14–16  m  s−1 in ERA-Interim data, and 
12–14 m  s−1 in the model data (Fig. 7).

An important indicator of the winter stratospheric vari-
ability is the number of sudden stratospheric warmings 
(SSW). Here we define the SSW event as one when the 
zonal mean of zonal wind at 60N and 10  hPa is nega-
tive. In the model, we have about 20 SSWs per 30 years, 
while in the observations we have 18 SSWs per 30 years 
(Butchart et  al. 2011). Figure  9 presents amplitudes of 
stationary waves in geopotential height in the model and 
ERA-Interim for the northern hemisphere winter. The 
amplitude of wave number 1 is underestimated in the 
model by 10–15%, while the amplitude of wave number 

Fig. 8  Time series of zonal 
mean zonal wind  (ms−1) in 
the stratosphere at Equator for 
1979–1988 in the model (top) 
and Era Interim (bottom)
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2 in the model is close to the reanalysis data. In gen-
eral, in the INMCM5 the winter stratospheric variabil-
ity is reproduced reasonably well. The detailed study of 

the INMCM5 stratospheric dynamics including analysis 
of the SSWs, its influence on the lower stratosphere and 
troposphere can be seen in Vargin and Volodin (2016).

Fig. 9  Amplitude of the wave number 1 (left) and the wave number 2 (right) in geopotential height (m) in December–February in the model 
data (top) and ERA-Interim (bottom)
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3.2  Ocean

Let us first consider the basic features of oceanic mean 
state. Figure 10 presents model bias in the surface salinity 
and the mean dynamical sea surface height with respect to 
the World Ocean Atlas 2009 (WOA09, Antonov et al. 2010) 
and Rio and Hernandez (2004). On average, the model pro-
duces negative bias in surface salinity, but it is not as high 
as in the INMCM4. A possible reason for this improvement 
is the increase in the oceanic model resolution by the fac-
tor of two in both horizontal directions and new represen-
tation of advection by large oceanic eddies. In the Arctic, 
the INMCM5 has a positive bias in salinity up to 1–5 PSU. 

It seems that polar river runoff is underestimated in the 
model, and positive bias can be attributed to strong vertical 
mixing. RMS error of the surface salinity in the INMCM5 
is much better than that in the INMCM4 (0.78 PSU com-
pared to 1.20 PSU). A study by Landerer et  al. (2014) 
shows large bias in sea surface height in the INMCM4 
(RMS of the model bias is 0.36 m). In the INMCM5, RMS 
model bias is reduced to 0.19 m. Nevertheless, one can see 
some underestimation of sea surface height in the Southern 
Ocean and its overestimation by 0.1–0.3  m in the Indian 
Ocean and partially in the Pacific. These biases cannot be 
attributed to temperature bias because surface temperature 
and temperature in upper 700 m in the Southern Ocean (see 

Fig. 10  Annual mean model 
bias in sea surface salinity 
(PSU) with respect to WOA09 
(Antonov et al. 2010) data (top) 
and sea surface height (m) with 
respect to (Rio and Hernandez 
2004) (bottom)
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below) in the model are not far from the observed (with 
positive biases), while in the Indian Ocean they are lower 
than the observed ones. Further analysis of the sea surface 
height characteristics (including its natural variability) for 
different versions of the INM climate models with differ-
ent spatial resolutions in the ocean can be found in Iakovlev 
et al. (2016).

The model annual mean temperature and salinity bias 
[with respect to WOA09 (Antonov et  al. 2010)] in the 
upper 700 m layer are presented in Fig. 11. Generally, one 
can see cold bias in the tropical regions, and warm bias in 
the southern midlatitudes, the north-west Atlantic and the 
north-west Pacific. In the regions with positive tempera-
ture bias, salinity bias is also positive, and vice versa. The 
exception is the Arctic Ocean, where one can see positive 

salinity and negative temperature errors. At least part of the 
temperature biases can be attributed to the shortcomings 
of the atmospheric model. Small values of CRF over the 
Southern ocean lead to a positive bias in the SST and tem-
perature of the upper oceanic layers. We suppose that pos-
sible reason of positive bias in the Arctic salinity is a strong 
vertical mixing in the upper layer, but additional model 
runs are required to prove this hypothesis.

The model biases in potential temperature and salinity 
averaged over longitude with respect to WOA09 (Antonov 
et al. 2010) are shown in Fig. 12. Positive bias in the South-
ern Ocean penetrates from the surface downward for up to 
300 m, while negative bias in the tropics can be seen even 
in the 100–1000  m layer. Nevertheless, zonal mean tem-
perature error at any level from the surface to the bottom 

Fig. 11  Annual mean model 
bias in mean temperature, C 
(top), and salinity, PSU (bot-
tom), in the 0–700 m ocean 
layer with respect to WOA09 
(Antonov et al. 2010). Shading 
represents bias, contours show 
observed state
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is small. This was not the case for the INMCM4, where 
one could see negative temperature bias up to 2–3 K from 
1.5  km to the bottom nearly al all latitudes, and 2–3  K 
positive bias at levels of 700–1000 m. The reason for this 
improvement is the introduction of a higher background 
coefficient for vertical diffusion at high depth (3000  m 
and higher) than at intermediate depth (300–500 m). Posi-
tive temperature bias at 45–65 N at all depths could prob-
ably be explained by shortcomings in the representation of 
deep convection [similar errors can be seen for most of the 
CMIP5 models (Flato et al. 2013, their Fig. 9.13)]. Another 
feature common for many present day climate models 
(and for the INMCM5 as well) is negative bias in southern 
tropical ocean salinity from the surface to 500 m. It can be 

explained by overestimation of precipitation at the southern 
branch of the Inter Tropical Convergence zone.

Meridional heat flux in the ocean (Fig.  13) is not far 
from available estimates (Trenberth and Caron 2001). It 
looks similar to the one for the INMCM4, but maximum 
of northward transport in the Atlantic in the INMCM5 
is about 0.1–0.2 × 1015 W higher than the one in the 
INMCM4, probably, because of the increased horizontal 
resolution in the oceanic block.

Sea ice area is an important parameter of the model cry-
osphere. Figure 14 shows the annual cycle of sea ice area 
in the Arctic and Antarctic. Data by Hurrell et  al. (2008) 
for 1979–2005 were chosen as the observations. In the Arc-
tic, the model sea ice area is just slightly overestimated. 

Fig. 12  Zonal and annual mean 
model bias in potential tem-
perature, C (top), and salinity, 
PSU (bottom), with respect to 
WOA09 (Antonov et al. 2010). 
Shading represents bias, con-
tours represent observed state
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Overestimation of the Arctic sea ice area is connected 
with negative bias in the surface temperature. In the same 
time, connection of the sea ice area error with the positive 
salinity bias is not evident because ice formation is almost 
compensated by ice melting, and the total salinity source 
for these pair of processes is not large. The amplitude and 
phase of the sea ice annual cycle are reproduced correctly 
by the model. In the Antarctic, sea ice area is underesti-
mated by a factor of 1.5 in all seasons, apparently due to 
the positive temperature bias. Note that the correct simula-
tion of sea ice area dynamics in both hemispheres simulta-
neously is a difficult task for climate modeling.

The El Niño is one of the most important phenomena of 
interannual variability in atmosphere and ocean. The RMS 
deviation for the monthly mean surface temperature in the 
tropical Pacific for the model and the ERSST v4 (Huang 
et al. 2015) data are shown in Fig. 15. RMS values in the 
model are underestimated by a factor of 1.2–1.5, but the 
location of variance maximum is reproduced correctly. In 
the INMCM4, the surface temperature variability was also 
underestimated but the El Niño tended to propagate too 
westward in the west Pacific while the RMS maximum near 
America was absent. The improvements could probably be 
attributed to the horizontal resolution increase in the oce-
anic model. However, the reason for the underestimated 
El Niño amplitude is unclear and requires further studies. 
The analysis of the model time series of the SST anomalies 
shows that the El Niño event frequency is approximately 
the same in the model and data, but the model El Niños 
happen too regularly. Atmospheric response to the El Niño 

events is also underestimated in the model by a factor of 
1.5 with respect to the reanalysis data. Time spectra of the 
model and observed SST (ERSST v4 data) in NINO3,4 
region (Fig. 16) show that in the observations there is spec-
tral peak at 50 months attributed to the El-Nino. In the 
model, two peaks associated with El-Nino can be seen at 
50 and 80 months but they are weaker by the factor of 1.5-2 
compared with the data.

3.3  Carbon cycle

In this section we present some integral characteristics of 
model carbon cycle module. Gross primary production 
(GPP) of the land vegetation in the model for 1986–2005 
is 155  GtC/yr, while GPP for CMIP5 models lies in the 
interval from 105 to 178 GtC/yr (Anav et al. 2013). Estima-
tions of this value from the observations gives values from 
114 GtC/yr (Mao et  al. 2012) to 150–175 GtC/yr (Welp 
et  al. 2011). Annual cycle of GPP for the global domain, 
the tropics, the northern and southern extratropics can be 
seen at Fig.  17. The estimate of observed annual cycle is 
given by Jung et al. (2009), where global mean value is 120 
GtC/yr. One can see that model GPP is higher than that of 
Jung et al. (2009) in all subdomains however the seasonal 
cycle is reproduced reasonably well for all domains except 
the tropics. Note that the GPP seasonal cycle in the tropics 
is poorly reproduced by many CMIP5 models (see Fig. 9 in 
Anav et al. 2013).

Global vegetation carbon amount in the model for 
1986–2005 is 629 GtC while it is 522 ± 162 GtC for CMIP5 
models (Anav et  al. 2013). Global soil carbon amount 
is 1781 GtC in the model and 1502 ± 798 GtC in CMIP5 
models. Estimation of observed values of vegetation and 
soil carbon are 550 GtC and 1340 GtC (Todd-Brown et al. 
2012).

Annual cycle of the net carbon flux from the atmos-
phere (to vegetation, soil and ocean) can be seen in Fig. 18. 
Estimation of observed values is from Jung et  al. (2009). 
Model underestimates the amplitude of the annual cycle of 
net carbon flux in global domain and Northern extratropics 
by the factor of 1.5–2. Also, the maximum uptake in the 
model is 1 month earlier than in the Jung et al. (2009) data. 
Probable reason for this discrepancy is different behavior of 
plant and soil respiration in the model and reality. Similar 
large deviations from the observed data are also common 
for many CMIP5 models (see Fig. 7 in Anav et al. 2013).

In general, model reproduces basic features of carbon 
cycle reasonably well. Other details of the model carbon 
cycle including trend of carbon uptake in historical run will 
be a subject of specific paper.

Fig. 13  Meridional heat transport,  1015 W, in the Global Ocean 
(solid line), Atlantic (dashed line) and Indo-Pacific (dotted line) in the 
model
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4  Conclusion

Based on the CMIP5 model INMCM4 the next version of 
the Institute of Numerical Mathematics RAS climate model 
was developed (INMCM5). The most important changes 
include new parameterizations of large scale condensa-
tion (cloud fraction and cloud water are now the prognostic 
variables), and increased vertical resolution in the atmos-
phere (73 vertical levels instead of 21, top model level 
raised from 30 to 60 km). In the oceanic block, horizontal 
resolution was increased by a factor of 2 in both directions. 

The climate model was supplemented by the aerosol block. 
The model got a new parallel code with improved computa-
tional efficiency and scalability.

With the new version of climate model we performed a 
test model run (80 years) to simulate the present-day Earth 
climate. The model mean state was compared with the 
available datasets. The structures of the surface tempera-
ture and precipitation biases in the INMCM5 are typical for 
the present climate models. Nevertheless, the RMS error 
in surface temperature, precipitation as well as zonal mean 
temperature and zonal wind are reduced in the INMCM5 

Fig. 14  Annual cycle of sea ice 
area,  106  km2, in the Northern 
(top) and Southern (bottom) 
Hemisphere in the model (red) 
and Hurrell et al. (2008) (black) 
for 1979–2005
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Fig. 15  RMS of monthly 
mean surface temperature (K) 
in tropical Pacific for ERSST 
v4 (Huang et al. 2015) data 
(top) and model (bottom) for 
1979–2005

Fig. 16  Time spectrum of 
the sea surface temperature 
(K) in Nino 3, 4 region for 
1865–2014 in the model (red) 
and ERSSTv4 (black)
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with respect to its previous version, the INMCM4. The 
model is capable of reproducing equatorial stratospheric 
QBO and SSWs.

The model biases for the sea surface height and surface 
salinity are reduced in the new version as well, probably 
due to increasing spatial resolution in the oceanic block. 
Bias in ocean potential temperature at depths below 700 m 
in the INMCM5 is also reduced with respect to the one in 
the INMCM4. This is likely because of the tuning back-
ground vertical diffusion coefficient. Model sea ice area is 

reproduced well enough in the Arctic, but is underestimated 
in the Antarctic (as a result of the overestimated surface 
temperature). RMS error in the surface salinity is reduced 
almost everywhere compared to the previous model except 
the Arctic (where the positive bias becomes larger).

As a final remark one can conclude that the INMCM5 is 
substantially better in almost all aspects than its previous 
version and we plan to use this model as a core component 
for the coming CMIP6 experiment.

Fig. 17  Annual cycle of GPP 
(GtC/month) for global domain 
(top, left), Northern hemisphere 
20N–90N (top, right), Southern 
Hemisphere 90S–20S (bot-
tom, left) and tropics 20S–20N 
(bottom, right) in the model 
(red) and Stephens et al. (2007) 
(black) for 1986–2005
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